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Abstract

For calculating the turbulent flows in the complex geometry channels typical for the nuclear
reactor installation elements the low-Reynolds-number k-s turbulence model with the model functions
not containing the spatial coordinate like y+ is proposed. Such spatial coordinate is usually used for
modeling the turbulence near the wall correctly. The model completed on the developed flow of the
non-viscous incompressible liquid in the plane channel correctly describes the transition from the
laminar regime to the turbulent one. The calculated skin friction coefficients obey the well-known
Dean and Zarbi - Reynolds laws. The mean velocity distributions are close to that obtained from the
empirical three-layer Karman model.

1.INTRODUCTION

The existing k-e turbulence models are far from being complete [1]. The assertion is
based on the following facts. The high-Reynolds-number k-s turbulence models first
developed permit simulating the turbulence only in the flow core. For determining the
turbulence quantities at the turbulent core boundary they use the empirical relationships which
are different for different flow classes. In this case the results obtained with using such models
must always be verified by comparison with known empirical results.

As an alternative to the high-Reynolds number variants the low-Reynolds number
turbulence models are worked out. Such models permit simulating the turbulence in the
overall flow region including the near-wall one. In such models they use the most common
and universal boundary conditions for the turbulent energy and it's dissipation rate [2,3,4].
The possibility of modeling the turbulence in the overall flow region including the near-wall is
achieved by introducing in the equation system the model functions of two arguments : the
turbulent Reynolds number Rt and the non-dimensional spatial coordinate determining the
position of an arbitrary flow point relatively to the solid surface. Often they make use of y+ as
such coordinate. But at moderate turbulent numbers (Re<104 ) the influence of that
coordinate on turbulent quantities can be significant in the overall flow region [1], It should
lead to the modeling results non-single-valued in the complex geometry channels in which
that coordinate can be determined by different way. Such models are not suitable for
calculating the flows in the channels with rough walls. The presence of such coordinate in the
equation system significantly complicates the numerical algorithm of solving such system. It
is also clear from physical view point, the models containing in the differential equations y+ as
a parameter can not be considered as correct models.

But still worse matter is about the four-parameter turbulence model containing in

addition to the transport equations for k and s yet two equations for the squared temperature
fluctuations and the dissipation rate of this value [3]. Even the simple comparison of the y+

values with scale constants entering in the model functions in combination with y+ shows the
significant influence of the coordinate y+ on the turbulent quantities in the overall flow region
at any Reynolds numbers for liquids with small Prandtl numbers. This circumstance one alone
makes this model to be not suitable for modeling the turbulent heat transfer in liquid sodium.
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Thus the problem of creating a complete turbulence model is that of working-out the low-
Reynolds number model not containing the model functions of the spatial coordinate like y+.
The model presented below meets this condition. The model functions and constants have
been worked out at the stable developed turbulent flow in the plane channel.

2.GAVERNING EQUATIONS

The k-s turbulence model includes [2] the continuity equation
5U:
^ = 0

and the Reynolds equation
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expresses the turbulent stress tensor UjUj in the Reynolds equation via the mean velocity

deformations 5Ut /dxj by means of the eddy viscosity v t . The eddy viscosity is determined

through the turbulent energy k and it's dissipation rate s by the Kolmogorov relationship
k2

v t = ^ f - (4)

where f̂  is a model function,

the kinetic energy equation

. is a constant. The values of k and s are obtained from solving
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In low-Reynolds-number k-s turbulence models [2,3] the functions f̂  and fs in the
equations (4) and (6) depend on the turbulent Reynolds number and non-dimensional spatial
coordinate (usually they make use of y+).

At the solid surfaces the following boundary conditions are assumed.
The kinetic energy is assumed to be zero:
k w = 0 . (7)
For the dissipation rate the second kind boundary condition

SI- (8)

had been proposed and proved [4]. This boundary condition combined with (7) allows
modeling the turbulence in the overall flow region including the laminar sublayer[4]. The
calculations of the developed turbulent flow in the plane channel with using the equations (1)-
(6), the boundary conditions (7),(8) and the model functions of the work [2] give the
relationship for the skin friction coefficient coinciding with the well-known Dean and Zarbi-
Reynolds laws [4]. The mean velocity distributions coincide with that calculated from the
three-layer Karman model:
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U+ = <J5.0 1ny + -3 .05 , 5 < y + < 3 0

In y + +5 .50 , y + > 3 0

But [1] the spatial coordinate y+ can substantially influence on the turbulent quantities
in the overall flow region including the points at the most removed from the solid surface. On
that the relationship of the eddy viscosity via the turbulent Reynolds number at Re<lO4

shows: the relationship has the hysteresis character in the flow region with maximum velocity
values, fig.l.
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Fig. 1. Eddy viscosity dependence via turbulent Reynolds number

That must lead to the non-single-valued results of modeling the turbulent flows in the
complex geometry channels (in which the parameter y+ can be determined by different way).

3. MODEL FUNCTIONS NOT CONTAINING SPATIAL COORDINATE AS ARGUMENT

To take into account the turbulence behavior near the solid surface the parameter zt has
been introduced instead of the spatial coordinate. The fourth power of the parameter,

can be considered as the modified turbulent Reynolds number, which coincides with the
ordinary turbulent Reynolds number Rt in the flow region with the small averaged-velocity
deformations 5U j /5XJ, but essentially defers near the wall where averaged flow energy

dissipation rate exceeds 8. The model functions proposed are the functions of two arguments:
the turbulent Reynolds number and the parameter z,.
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Model functions and constants:

f = 1 - e x p - 0.85^

1.3

c , = 0.09, 'El

(9)

(10)

(11)

= 1.5, = 1.9, <ys = 1.3.

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The results of modeling the developed turbulent non-compressible viscous liquid flow
in the plane channel with using the equations (l)-(6), boundary conditions (7),(8) and the
model functions (9)-(l 1) are in the following.

The proposed turbulence model correctly describes the transition from the laminar to

the turbulent regime: at Re < 1.3-103 the numerical modeling gives only the laminar flow, at
Re > 1.6 • 103 the turbulent flows are obtained only. The calculated skin friction coefficients
obey the Dean law at 1.6 • 103 < Re < 5 • 104 and the Zarbi - Reynolds law at Re > 5 • 104 ,fig.2.
The mean velocity distributions are close to that obtained from the empirical three-layer
Karman model, figs. 3. (The plots on the figure 3 for the Dean and Zarbi - Reynolds lows have
been taken from the work [2].)
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Fig.2. Skin friction coefficient as function of Reynolds number

The turbulent energy and dissipation rate distributions at y+ > 8 are similar to those
obtained from the calculations with using the same equation system and the same boundary
conditions but with model functions of the work [2], fig.4. But at y+ < 5 the turbulent energy
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values compared with the values at the channel axis are much greater than that calculated with
using the model [2].
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Fig.3. Mean velocity distributions

In spite of that the eddy viscosity within the layer y+ < 5 is small with respect to
kinematic one, fig. 5. That agrees with the Karman model according to which the dependence
of the mean velocity vie y+ is linear at y+ < 5 . Thus the calculations with using the model
[2] shows on the existence of the laminar sublayer as the flow domain (y+ <5) with the
turbulent energy and respectively eddy viscosity vanished. According to the results obtained
with
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Fig.4. Turbulent energy distributions

using the model proposed one can tell about the viscous sublayer as the flow domain within
which the eddy viscosity is small over the kinematic one but the turbulent energy can be
compared with that in
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Fig.5. The eddy viscosity distributions

the turbulent core. From physical view point this result can be interpreted in the way that at
the sufficient small distance from the wall the correlation between the longitudinal and
transversal velocity fluctuations is vanished with the turbulent energy being substantially
different from zero. From mathematical view point this result is explained by the character of
the model function fM dependence from the parameter z t .

CONCLUSIONS

The low Reynolds number turbulence model with the model functions not containing a
spatial coordinate as an argument and allowing the turbulence modeling in the overall flow
region including the viscous sublayer is proposed. The model is intended for the calculations
of the turbulent flows in the complex geometry channels typical for the nuclear power
installation elements and in the channels with rough walls.

NOMENCLATURE

c f

k

k+

P
Re

R

- mean skin friction coefficient, T W / 0.5pU

t

- turbulent energy, U;Uj 12;

- non-dimensional value of k, k / u2;

- ensemble-averaged static pressure;
- Reynolds number, Um8 / v ;

- turbulent Reynolds number, k2 / vs;

U j , u j - ensemble-averaged velocity and turbulent fluctuations in i-direction;

U - ensemble-averaged velocity in longi-tudinal direction;
Um - channel bulk velocity;
U+ - non-dimensional value of U, U/uT;

u T - velocity scale, ^/TW / p ;

x; - Cartesian coordinate in i-direction;
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y - length from wall surface,

y + - non-dimensional length from wall, u T y / v ;

6 - width of plane channel;

- unit tensor;

s - dissipation rate of turbulence energy, v\dnt

s + - non-dimensional value of g, s v / u * ;

v,v t - kinematic and eddy viscosity;

p - density;
x - time;

xw - wall shear stress; pv(dU / dy) .
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